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Introduction:  Global solid data of Martian rocks 

are not collected so far due to collection of global to-

pography and physical data. Mineral identification of 

the obtained Martian meteorite samples has been ap-

plied by using global standard database systems of the 

terrestrial crystalline minerals and rocks without global 

Martian database. Proposed formation models on Mars 

are mainly considered to be applied from the water 

planet Earth separated globally air (atmosphere) and 

liquid (ocean water) systems, where solids have solidi-

fied in nature rapidly from other states of gas and fluids. 

The main purpose of the present paper is to elucidate 

new states of Martian solids-bearing assemblages with 

volatiles and poor-crystalline materials with limited 

solids. 

Planetary density with volatile circulation: Plan-

etary has circulation system of volatile elements to be 

separated heavy rocks and light volatiles by global 

activity. Three Earth-type planets with volatile system 

above solid rocks have high density of solid rocks as 

shown in Fig.1.    
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Fig.1. Density and diameter of three Earth-type planets with volatile 

circulation system among vapor (V), liquid (L) and solid (S) states.. 

Earth’s solid shows the highest density due to separation of volatiles, 

whereas Mars’s solid is lower density due to mixing with volatiles 

and voids texture [1-3].  

 

Solidified rocks without quenched volatiles: 

Hard rocks on active planet Earth are produced crystal-

line minerals with stoicheometric compounds by suc-

cessive state-changes among global three material 

states of vapor (V), liquid (L) and solid (S) systems, 

called as atmosphere, ocean-water and crust-rocks, 

respectively [1]. This cyclic materials states suggest 

relatively that solidified rocks globally separated vola-

tiles for long activity on water-Earth show the highest 

density on three plants (Venus, Earth and Mars) with 

separated volatile-systems as shown in Fig.1 [2, 3]. 

Solidified rocks with quenched volatiles: Solidi-

fied rocks on air-planets of Venus and Mars are con-

sidered to be mixed with volatile elements by quenched 

impact-related processes as shown in Fig.1, where rela-

tive density has been explained only iron core volume 

(based on crystalline mineral rock of Earth-type). 

Water fluids fixed with solids and air systems: 

Phase diagram of water (H2O) indicates that water 

range is intermediate between gas and solid states, 

which suggests water can be remained only covered by 

gas state (with some pressure and temperature) as in 

water planet Earth (cf. Fig. 2) . Figure 2 indicates that 

water planet (Earth), air planets (Mars and Venus), and 

life materials of three materials states. Martian solids 

are quenched solids relatively remained in the interior 

with volatiles 
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Fig.2. Schematic diagrams of water planet (Earth), air planets (Mars 

and Venus), and life materials of three materials states. Martian 

solids are quenched solids relatively remained in the interior with 

volatiles [2, 3].  
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